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Where not otherwise specified, Dancecult generally follows the conventions of the Chicago Manual of Style 16th Edition, Author-Date system (CMS 16). We employ inline references and endnotes (not footnotes). While you may use either UK or US language conventions, it is imperative that you remain consistent.

**Order of the submitted document** *

- **Title**
- **Author Name and Affiliation**
- **Abstract** (150 words or less, feature articles only)
- **Keywords** (5 keywords, separated by a comma)
- **The article**
- **Acknowledgments** (optional)
- **Author Bio** (80 words maximum; include email address and/or website)
- **References**
- **Discography** (as needed)
- **Filmography** (as needed)
- **Notes**

* As Dancecult is a double-blind peer review journal, feature article submissions must be anonymized at the time of submission.

**Article specifications: Microsoft Word documents**

Dancecult accepts articles saved in the .doc (Microsoft Word 1997-2004) format. We do not accept any files in the .docx format. When preparing your document, make sure to follow the following specifications:

1. Disable automated **hyphenation**. To do this in Word, go to Tools: Hyphenation. The option “Automatically hyphenate document” should be UN-checked.
2. Please use 12 point Times New Roman, Times, Garamond, or Cambria, as they are cross-platform and easy to read.
3. Use only one font throughout the document.
4. Use only the following typefaces: regular, **bold**, **italic**.
5. **Single-space** throughout.
6. Disable any other **Style Sheets** (modified headers, endnotes, etc.).
Formatting and style

Paragraphs
1. The first paragraph is not indented.
2. All subsequent paragraphs are indented.
3. Paragraphs are not indented following images, headings, subheadings and block quotes.

Headings and Subheadings
1. Use Title Case.
2. Headings should be in **bold**.
3. Subheadings in *italics*.

Notes
1. Use endnotes located at the end of the document, numbered 1-X.
2. The endnotes title is Notes.
3. Superscript follows punctuation marks.  

Hyperlinks
1. Authors may apply hyperlinks inline (web-style, like this: [Dancecult](#)). However, all URLs provided as references must be listed in References with the live URL provided in full (with access date).
2. Referenced hyperlinks must be enclosed with `< >`. Do not link the `< >`.
3. Hyperlinks must be active; make sure to enable hyperlinking in your document and not just list the URL as text. In Word, use Insert: Hyperlink.

Quotations, Punctuation and Commas
1. Quotations over 40 words in length should be in placed in an indented blockquote without quotes.
2. All other quotations should use double inverted commas ("double quotes").
3. Quotations within quotations—including quotations inside blockquotes—should use single inverted commas ('single quotes').
4. Punctuate *outside* of quotation marks: first one “quote”, then “another”. Periods and commas also follow parentheses for references: (Bates 2008), including block quotes.
5. No comma should be used in lists of words before “and”. Thus “raves, clubs and parties” is correct.

**Dashes**

1. Use **en-dashes** ( – ) as a substitute for the word “to”. Use without a space: November 15–17 or (Bates 1990: 87–9). Press **option-hyphen** (on a Mac) or **ALT 0150** (in Windows).
2. Use **em-dashes** (—) for suspended clauses inside of—or at the end of—a sentence. Use without a space—press **shift-option-hyphen** (on a Mac) or **ALT 0151** (in Windows).
3. Use **3-em dashes** followed by a period (———.) for repetition of the same author name in References.

**Ellipses (...)**

Ellipses are used when quoting to indicate an omission from the original text. Refer to the CMS 15th for all your ellipsis needs.

1. Three dots ( . . . ) signify an omission mid-phrase. When three dots are used, a space occurs both before the first dot and after the final dot as well as between all dots (as above).
2. Four dots ( . . . . ) signify the end of the omitted phrase. When four dots are used, the first dot is a true period, followed by three spaced dots.

Example:

“Since this quotation is long and irrelevant . . . I have omitted text from it . . . A new sentence begins”.

3. Three dots without spaces (...) signifies a pause, such as in an interview quotation.

**Capitalization of musical styles, drugs and media**

1. Unless specifically referring to industry categories, styles of music are not capitalized—e.g. psytrance, hip hop, Detroit techno, and drum ‘n’ bass.
2. In most cases the drug “ecstasy” is not capitalized; ditto with other such substances.
3. The following are the correct formats of common media: 12-inch, 7-inch, 45 RPM, DAT, 8-track, reel-to-reel, CD, CD-R, MP3, CompactFlash.
5. DJ is capitalized.

**Numbers**

Numbers are used in all ordinal usage, cardinal usage and quantity (e.g. 19 December 2001; 12-inch; 23 tabs of MDMA; 145 BPM; 20th century). With other usage, numbers may generally be written as numerals, although avoid beginning sentences with numerals:

1978, the year of my birth, was a great year.

**Dates, roman numerals and time**

1. 19 May 1953 is correct.
2. Roman numerals are given in full: IV, MCMXII.
3. 2:00 AM is correct.

**Foreign Languages**

Foreign languages should be *italicized* throughout. If a phrase in a foreign language is included as a quote, the italicized phrase should not also be put in quotes: *burada bir örneği bulunmaktadır.*

**Citations**

*Dancecult* follows the *CMS 16th Edition, Author-Date system.*

For most sources, cite using the convention:

EDM scholars often focus on programming skills (Fikentscher 2000: 89).

For page numbers greater than 20, use only the changed part of the second number:

Where the author’s name appears in the text, it need not be repeated in the parenthetical citation:

In his study of New York house DJs, Fikentscher claims that programming is the most essential aspect of the art of the DJ (2000: 89).

In the case of four or more authors use first author and then “et al.”.

(Blogg et al. 2006: 4)

However, in the References section, the full list of authors should be provided.

If referencing multiple sources, list chronologically, separated by semi-colon:


If your article cites multiple sources published by the same author in the same year, order them ascending by title, and use “a”, “b” etc. after the publication date to distinguish the works. This must be replicated in the References.

Citing a footnote or endnote in a work:

(Canetti 1955: 212 fn. 17)

Do not use “ibid.” or “op. cit.” forms of reference. Every reference and citation should be free-standing. Do not use “cf.”. Use “see” instead of “cf.” when suggesting citations for further reading.
References

The following rules govern the “References” section at the end of the document. In general it follows the CMS 16th Edition Author-Date system.

1. Please do not abbreviate the name of the publisher.
2. Do not use the symbol “&” to separate authors in references: use “and”: (Dormeister, Dunce and Diddy 2001).
3. Use the author’s full name.
4. For each reference that has a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) persistent link, add the DOI prefixed by http://dx.doi.org/ (no need for date of last access, because the DOI is persistent):


Most articles possess a DOI. To retrieve the DOI for each article listed in your References, copy it from the existing article or use the CrossRef search tool at: <http://search.crossref.org>.

Single author book


Multiple author book


E-book


Books published in printed and electronic forms

Always cite the source consulted. It is acceptable, however, to point out that a work is available in another form when doing so would be helpful to readers.
Book chapter


Book translator, author and original publication date


Corporate author

If a publication issued by an organization, association or corporation carries no personal author’s name on the title page, the organization is listed as author in reference list, even if it is also given as publisher. If long names are cited several times, abbreviations may be used, clarified by a cross-reference.


Multiple editions

When an edition other than the first is used or cited, the number or description of the edition follows the title in the listing. An edition number usually appears on the title page and is repeated, along with the date of the edition, on the copyright page. Such wording as “Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged” is abbreviated in reference lists simply as “2nd ed.”; “Revised Edition” (with no number) is abbreviated as “Rev. ed.” Other terms are similarly abbreviated. Any volume number mentioned follows the edition number.


Non-English title

Sentence-style capitalization is strongly recommended for non-English titles. Still, writers or editors unfamiliar with the usages of the language concerned should not attempt to alter capitalization without expert help.
If an English translation of a title is needed, it follows the original title and is enclosed in square brackets, without italics or quotation marks, and is capitalized sentence style regardless of the bibliographic style followed for the non-English text.


**Journal article**


If this is an article in an online journal, or has a full-text version available through JSTOR or the journal’s website, also provide the URL.

**Foreign language article**

Titles of non-English articles, like book titles, are usually capitalized sentence style but according to the conventions of the particular language. German, for example, capitalizes common nouns in running text as well as in titles. Journal titles may either be treated the same way or capitalized headline style (again, consistency is essential). An initial definite article (*Le, Der*, etc.) should be retained, since it may govern the inflection of the following word. Months and the equivalents of such abbreviations as *no.* or *pt.* are given in English.


**Newspaper, magazine and zine articles**

Use in-text citation with full details in References:


Unsigned newspaper articles or features are best dealt with in text. But if a reference-list entry should be needed, the name of the newspaper stands in place of the author:

**Forthcoming book or chapter**

When a book is under contract with a publisher and is already titled, but the date of publication is not yet known, “forthcoming” is used in place of the date. If page numbers are available, they should be given. Books not under contract are treated as unpublished manuscripts.

(Moore, forthcoming)

Bibliographic entry:


Note that “forthcoming” is capitalized only in a reference list, where it follows a full stop (period). Works cited as “forthcoming” follow other works by the same author. If the date of the forthcoming work is known, place date, followed by “forthcoming”.

**Forthcoming article**

If an article has been accepted for publication by a journal but has not yet appeared, “forthcoming” stands in place of the year and the page numbers. Any article not yet accepted should be treated as an unpublished manuscript.

(Bates, forthcoming: 110)


**Book review**


**Thesis or dissertation**

**Paper presented at a meeting or conference**


**Internet sources**

In the case of online content, such as citations from blogs, Facebook, Twitter, Internet forum posts, please use the following referencing guidelines (references should generally correspond with the author’s last name or username as cited inline):


**Internet forum post:** Username. “Title of the post”. Forum Title. Full date posted. Live URL, (date accessed).

**Facebook page post:** Lastname, Firstname, “Enter the Facebook message here”. Full date posted. Facebook. Live URL, (date accessed).

**Music Streaming services** (e.g. Mixcloud): Artist Name (or Recording Title if artist name not given). Name of Service (e.g. Mixcloud). Full date posted. Live URL, (date accessed).

**Tweets:** Lastname, Firstname (Username). “Enter the tweet message here”. Date posted. Tweet, (date accessed).

**Personal communications**

All personal communications (e.g. emails, letters, private messages on all messaging platforms such as Facebook, content from telephone and Skype conversations, as well as interview material) should be referenced as endnotes. Interviews must include the place and/or means of the interview. Examples:

DJ Spooky, email to author, 31 October 2008.

Giorgio Moroder, personal communication with the author (NYC), 24 June 2010.
Lee Perry, personal communication with the author (on Facebook), 11 November 2011.

Richard David James, interview with the author (on Skype), 25 June 2014.

**Discography and Filmography**

Film and music recordings referenced within the work should be included in a Discography and/or Filmography section that follows the References section of the document.

**Discography**


If the recording you reference is listed on discogs.com, you must include a link to the discogs.com page for the particular version. Please hyperlink the text to the URL.

**Filmography**


YouTube, Vimeo or other Internet video (example):

List reference under director’s name. All YouTube, Vimeo and other online cited sources are to be included in the Filmography and must be referenced with full linked URL. If it is not the original source, basic information about the original source should be provided. In the case of online video, do not list sources under the name of the person posting the video. If the director’s name is unknown, list source under video title.

If the film you reference is listed on imdb.com, you must include a link to the imdb.com page for the film. Please hyperlink the text to the URL.

**Interview formatting**

Interviews should deploy the following format without indentation. The first exchange should note the interviewer and the interviewee names in bold. The first question should be italicized:

**Graham St John:** Wolfgang, let’s begin with a rather personal question: which of your experiences during the Love Parades of the 1990s has stayed with you as a particularly positive memory?

**Wolfgang Sterneck:** It isn’t reducible to one experience.

Subsequent exchanges remove interviewer and interviewee names but retain italicization for questions:

*Now we’re getting to the heart of the matter. But this also leads to the question of a negative experience that has remained prominent in your memory until today.*

I’m not going to commit myself here to just one experience, either; nonetheless, a negative feeling that accompanied me on many occasions at the Love Parades was a sense of tightness.

When formatting an interview with multiple interviewees, to avoid confusion in replies, **bold** interviewee last names before subsequent exchanges. Interviewer questions remain italicized.

If there are multiple interviewers, use **bold** last names before all exchanges without italicization (as in the case of a **roundtable**).
Review formatting

Reviews should deploy the following format without indentation. No other formatting is needed (no bold nor italicization). Author name and author affiliation follow.

Books:

Pink Noises: Women on electronic music and sound
Tara Rodgers
ISBN: 978-0-8223-4661-6 (hardcover), 978-0-8223-4673-9 (paperback)
RRP: US$84.955 (hardcover), US$23.95 (paperback)

Review Author Name
Review Author Affiliation (Country)

Audio:

Vasco
Ricardo Villalobos

Review Author Name
Review Author Affiliation (Country)

Film:

Speaking in Code
Dir. Amy Grill
USA: sQuare Productions, 2008.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1474864/

Review Author Name
Review Author Affiliation (Country)
TV:

Music World: Donk
Dir. Andy Capper
VBS:TV (internet documentary), 2009.

Review Author Name
Review Author Affiliation (Country)

Image placement and captions

When mentioning an image in the text, do so like this: (fig. 1) or (see fig. 2).

For images, illustrations, tables, pictures, lyrical examples, and the like, place a text placeholder where you would like your image to appear. Placeholders must be named Figure 1, Figure 2, etc., corresponding to the image file in numbered order. Include an appropriate, accurate caption noting all visible participants, and include photo credit with year:

Figure 1. Caption. Photo credit: photographer (year).

with document: Figure1.tif

Images must be submitted with the document, numbered and named as per the above convention, in a .ZIP file uploaded to Dancecult. See below for image specifications.

Image formats

1. For web-only images (From The Floor, Conversations, Reviews) images must be JPEG (.jpg) or PNG format. Horizontal images should be saved at 600px width, 95% quality at 150dpi. Vertical images should be saved at 525px width, 95% quality at 150dpi.

2. For print images (Feature Articles, Reviews) images should preferrably be TIF (.tif) format, 300dpi at full size, sized to either maximum 5" width or 7" in height. You can submit .tif files with either Mac or PC byte order, without LZW compression.
3. **Reviews**, if supplying images, but supply both **print** and **web** specifications.

4. For **line art**, you should provide two files for each piece: the 1st should be saved in EPS format, and the 2nd a PDF preview of the EPS file.

5. Image files must be submitted separately from the Word or RTF document. Please use text placeholders within your document indicating where the images should be placed. Please name the image files figure1.tif, figure2.eps, etc., matching the text placeholders. Don’t forget captions and proper photo credits.

6. Please put all images in a .zip archive prior to uploading to *Dancecult*.

### Video formats

1. For **online articles** *(From the Floor, Conversations)*, *Dancecult* permits the embedding of videos hosted on YouTube or Vimeo. Set the embed code to maximum video width of 600px, and copy-paste the embed code directly into the document where you would like the video to appear, like this:

   ```html
   <iframe>CODE</iframe>
   -or-
   <object>CODE</object>
   ```

2. For **offline articles** *(Feature Articles, Reviews)* please reference as per the styleguide all multimedia *and* provide an inline Hyperlink to the appropriate video location. For example:

   Examples of the visualization of minimalist techno can be found in Richie Hawtin’s *The Tunnel* *(Demirel 2005)*.

### Audio formats

1. For **online articles** *(From the Floor, Conversations)*, *Dancecult* permits the embedding of audio hosted on Soundcloud, YouTube, or Vimeo, or by direct linking streaming compressed audio (MP3) from a private host. For best quality and maximum compatibility, audio should be in MP3 format, encoded at 320kbps, without DRM.
2. For **offline articles** (Feature Articles, Reviews) please reference as per the styleguide all multimedia *and* provide an inline Hyperlink to the appropriate audio location (see Video example).

**Copyrighted materials**

All authors are responsible for procuring permissions to reprint, republish or redistribute previously published and/or copyrighted material, including (but not limited to):

1. Extensive quotes from previously published work that don't fall under fair use or public domain protections.
2. Song lyrics.
3. Images.
4. Audio examples.

We reserve the right to remove any components we believe are protected under copyright that are not accompanied by permissions agreements. *Dancecult* will not be held liable for any copyright infringement claims, as *Dancecult* does not administer the copyright for submitted articles (please consult the copyright notice).

When reproducing copyrighted material with permission, please submit in a separate document an itemized list of works including:

1. The title of the work.
2. The owner of the work.
3. The year of copyright.
4. Link to the website for the work-owner or the work itself (if available).